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Abstra t: This note explores ways that style manifests in omputer mediated texts, in a broad
sense in luding inema, video games, and even living. Mu h of our analysis relies on blending,
enri hed from ognitive linguisti s with stru ture building operations to get stru tural blending,
whi h we show en ompasses metaphor, syntax, and narrative. Initial results on ern poetry, but
the approa h generalizes to other media. One result is that optimality prin iples very di erent
from those of ommon sense blending are needed for reative poeti blends.
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Introdu tion

James Meehan's 1976 tale-spin [13℄ was perhaps the rst omputer story generation system. It explored the
reative potential of viewing narrative generation as a planning problem, in whi h agents sele t appropriate
a tions, solve problems in the simulated world, and output logs of their a tions, using synta ti templates.
Here is a sample:
Henry Squirrel was thirsty. He walked over to the river bank where his good friend Bill Bird was
sitting. Henry slipped and fell in the river. Gravity drowned.
The logi is impe able: Gravity is pulling Henry into the river, and it has no friends, arms, or legs that an
save it from the river; therefore Gravity drowns. But humans know Gravity is not subje t to drowning; there
is a startling type he k error here. Subsequent systems were better, but still mainly used templates and
logi , following the lines of \good old fashioned AI," whi h assumed that human ognition is omputation
over logi -based data stru tures, and whi h largely ignored (or even denied) the embodied and so ially
situated nature of being human. They la ked elegan e and style. But how an we do better? And what is
style anyway?
The de onstru tionists tell us there is no good answer to su h questions, and perhaps they are right. But
it seems easier to generate texts that \have a onsistent style" than than to de ne what \style" is, and this
paper only aims to distinguish ertain useful dimentions of style, for the spe ial ase of omputer mediated
texts (see 4.4). In parti ular, it onsiders real-time generated poetry (see Se tion 4.2), un onventional blends
(Se tion 4.3), and by way of future work, omputer games that generate new plots (see Se tion 5). Some
foundations are brie y reviewed in Se tion 2.
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Foundations

This se tion brie y reviews some topi s that are foundational for the work reported in this paper.
2.1

Narrative

Narrative provides the basis for a deeper and more satisfying involvement for most entertainment, and for
many games and art works. Temporal and ausal su ession are essential for narrative, but values also play
a key role, by onne ting events in the story to the so ial worlds and personal experien es of users. These
two aspe ts of narrative provide the sense that a work is \going somewhere" and that it \means something,"
respe tively. So iolinguist William Labov and others have studied oral narratives of personal experien e,
whi h are told orally to a group of peers under natural onditions. The following brie y summarizes their
stru ture:
1. There is an optional orientation se tion, giving information about the time, pla e, hara ters, et .
in what will follow.
2. The main body of the narrative onsists of a sequen e of narrative lauses des ribing the events of
the story; by a default onvention, alled the narrative presupposition, these are taken to o ur in
the same order that they appear in the story. The narrative lauses are usually in the past tense.

3. Narrative lauses are interwoven with evaluative material relating events to the narrator's value
system, whi h is presumed shared with the audien e.
4. There is an optional losing se tion, summarizing the story, or perhaps giving a moral.
The interpretation of narrative also employs the ausal presupposition, whi h says that, other things
being equal, given lauses in the order A, B we may assume that A auses B.
These laims are thoroughly grounded in empiri al resear h and linguisti theory. Although stri tly
speaking, they only apply to oral narratives of personal experien e, they still yield insight into other forms,
su h as novels and human omputer dialogues, be ause oral narratives of personal experien e are foundational. It may be surprising that values are an integral part of the internal stru ture of stories, rather than
being on ned to a \moral" at the end, but they o ur often and in many di erent ways, in luding expli it
justi ations for the narrator's hoi e of what to tell, or a hara ter's hoi e of what to do, and impli itly
via emphati words, su h as \very" or \extremely." The default narrative presupposition an be overridden
by expli it markers of other temporal relations, su h as ashba ks and ashforwards. Moreover, narratives
may involve multiple times, pla es or narrators, but still be omposed of subsequen es that onform to the
above stru ture.
The stru tural aspe ts of this theory an be formalized as a grammar, the instan es of whi h orrespond
to the legal stru tures for narratives. The following uses so alled extended BNF notation,
<Narr> ::= <Open> (<Cls> <Eval>*)* [<Coda>℄
<Open> ::= ((<Abs> + <Ornt>) <Eval>*)*

where [...℄ indi ates either zero or one instan e of whatever is en losed * indi ates one or more instan es,
+ indi ates ex lusive or, and juxtaposition of subexpressions indi ates on atenation. Here <Narr> is for
narratives, <Cls> is for narrative lauses, takeen to potentially in lude evaluation, <Eval> is for stand-alone
evaluative lauses, <Open> is for the opening se tion, whi h may in lude an orientation and/or abstra t, and
<Coda> is for the losing se tion.
2.2

Metaphor and Blending

Fau onnier and Turner have developed a theory known as on eptual blending, or on eptual integration [2℄. Con eptual spa es are a basi notion of this theory, building on Fau onnier's earlier notion of
mental spa es. Con eptual spa es are relatively small, transient olle tions of on epts, sele ted from larger
domains for some purpose at hand, su h as understanding a parti ular senten e. Con eptual spa es are sets
of \elements" and relation instan es among them. George Lako , Mark Johnson, and others [11, 10℄ have
studied metaphor as a mapping from one on eptual spa e to another, and shown that metaphors ome in
families, alled image s hemas, having a ommon theme. One example is more is up, as in \His salary
is higher than mine," or \That sto k rose quite suddenly." The sour e up is grounded in our experien e of
gravity, and the s hema itself is grounded in everyday experien es, su h as that when there is more beer in a
glass, or more peanuts in a pile, the level goes up. Many image s hemas, in luding this one, are grounded in
the human body, and are alled basi image s hemas; they tend to yield the most persuasive metaphors,
and an be useful, for example, in user interfa e design [4℄.
Fau onnier and Turner study the blending of on eptual spa es, to obtain new spa es that ombine parts
of the input spa es [2℄. Blending is ommon in natural language, for example, in words like \houseboat"
and \roadkill," and in phrases like \arti ial life" and \ omputer virus." blending is laimed to be a
basi human ognitive operation, invisible and e ortless, but pervasive and fundamental, for example in
grammar and reasoning. It also gives a new way to understand metaphor. For example, in \the sun is a
king," we blend on eptual spa es for \sun" and \king," resulting in a new, blended spa e, together with
on eptual mappings to it from the \king" and \sun" spa es. Although there is no dire t mapping
between the two original spa es, there are \ ross spa e" identi ations, ertainly in luding the identi ation
of the \sun" and \king" elements, so that they are the same element in the blended spa e. Metaphori
blends are asymmetri , in that the target of the metaphor is understood using only ertain salient on epts
from the other \sour e" spa e [8℄. For example, aspe ts of \king" are \blo ked" from mapping to the
blend spa e { usually the sun does not wear a rown or harge taxes. Additional information needed to
understand a blend may be re ruited from other spa es, as well as from frames, whi h en ode highly
onventionalized information. Con eptual integration networks are networks of on eptual spa es and
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on eptual mappings, used in blending the omponent spa es for situations that are more omplex than a
single metaphor.
2.3

Optimality Prin iples

Here are six of the prin iples that Fau onnier and Turner [2℄ give to hara terize optimal blends:
1. Integration: The s enario in the blend spa e should be a well-integrated s ene.
2. Web: Tight Conne tions between the blend and the inputs should be maintained, so that an event in
one of the input spa es, for instan e, is onstrued as implying a orresponding event in the blend.
3. Unpa king: It should be easy to re onstru t the inputs and the network of onne tions, given the blend.
4. Topology: Elements in the blend should parti ipate in the same kinds of relation as their ounterparts
in the inputs.
5. Good Reason: If an element appears in the blend, it should have meaning.
All these require human judgement, and annot be implemented in any obvious way. However the Topology
Prin iple, in the spe ial ase where the relations involved are identities does not involve meaning, and so an
be implemented; indeed, it is part of our blending algorithm.
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Algebrai Semioti s and Stru tural Blending

It may help to rst larify our philosophi al orientation, sin e mathemati al formalisms are often given a
status beyond what they deserve. For example, Eu lid wrote, \The laws of nature are but the mathemati al
thoughts of God." However, our viewpoint is that formalisms are onstru ted by resear hers in the ourse of
parti ular investigations, having the heuristi purpose of fa ilitating onsideration of ertain issues in that
investigation; theories are situated so ial entities, mathemati al theories no less than others.
Whereas on eptual spa es are good for studying on epts, but are inadequate for stru ture, e.g., to
des ribe how a parti ular meter ombines with a spe i rhyme s heme in a xed poeti form; musi raises
similar issues, whi h again require an ability to handle stru ture. Thus, to use blending as a basis for stylisti
analysis, we must generalize on eptual spa es to take a ount of stru ture, whi h requires onstru tors and
axioms; it also helps to have a hierar hi al type system. Hen e we distinguish on eptual blending from
stru tural blending, whi h we may also all stru tural integration, where the former is blending of
on eptual spa es and the latter is blending that in general involves non-trivial onstru tors.
Algebrai semioti s uses algebrai semanti s to des ribe the stru ture of omplex signs (e.g., a musi
video with subtitles), and to study the blending of su h stru tures. Algebrai semanti s has its origin in the
mathemati al foundations of abstra t data type theory [7℄. The basi notion is that of a theory, onsisting
of sort and operation de larations, possibly with some subsort de larations.
A semioti system (also alled a semioti theory or sign system) [4℄ onsists of a algebrai theory,
plus a level ordering on sorts (having a maximum element alled the top sort) and a priority ordering on
the onstituents at ea h level. Sorts lassify the parts of signs, while data sorts lassify the values of attributes
of signs (e.g., olor and size). Signs of a ertain sort are represented by terms of that sort, in luding but not
limited to onstants. Among the operations, some are onstru tors, whi h build new signs from given sign
parts as inputs. Levels express the whole-part hierar hy of omplex signs, whereas priorities express the
relative importan e of onstru tors and their arguments; so ial issues play an important role in determining
these orderings. Con eptual spa es are the spe ial ase with only onstants and relations, and one sort.
Many details omitted here appear in [4, 5℄.
Books provide a simple example of a semioti theory. Book is the top sort, Chapter is the se ondary sort,
Head and Content are tertiary sorts, and Title and PageNo are fourth level sorts. One onstru tor build
hapters from their head and ontent, and another builds heads from a title and page number. Among the
onstituents of Head, Title has priority over PageNo, and among those for Chapter, Head has priority over
Content. The grammar for narratives an also be des ribed as a semioti system. The top level sort is of
ourse <Narr>; the se ond level sorts are <Cls>, <Eval>, <Open>, and <Coda>, while <Ornt> and <Abs> are
third level sorts.
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The stru tures des ribed by semioti spa es, like those of on eptual spa es, are stati . Fau onnier and
Turner do not attempt to apture the behavior of dynami entities, with hangeable state, in their theory.
However (given the ne essary mathemati s), it is not very diÆ ult to extend semioti spa es to in lude
dynami stru tures; in fa t, su h an extension is needed for appli ations to user interfa e design, and is
arried out in detail, with examples, in [5℄. The on eptual blending theory of Fau onnier and Turner also
does not assign types to elements of on eptual spa es; this makes sense, due to the very exible way that
blends treat types, but it also represents a signi ant loss of information, whi h in fa t an be exploited in
some interesting ways, su h as being able to hara terize some metaphors as \personi ations," and being
able to generate more striking and unusual blends by identifying sorts that are far apart. Another di eren e
from ognitive linguisti s is that we do not rst onstru t a minimal image in the blend spa e, and then
\proje t" it ba k to the target spa e, but instead, we build the entire result in the blend spa e.
Mappings between sign systems in semioti s are uniform representations for signs in a sour e spa e by
signs in a target spa e, and user interfa e design is an important appli ation area for su h mappings [4℄.
Sin e we formalize sign systems as algebrai theories with additional stru ture, we should formalize semioti
morphisms as theory morphisms; however, these must be partial, be ause in general, not all of the sorts,
onstru tors, et . are preserved in the intended appli ations. For example, the semioti morphism from
the on eptual spa e for \king" into the blended spa e for the metaphor \The sun is a king" dis ussed
above (most likely) blo ks the throne, ourt jester, queen, and astle. In addition to the formal stru ture of
algebrai theories, semioti morphisms should also (partially) preserve the priorities and levels of the sour e
spa e. The extent to whi h a morphism preserves the features of semioti theories helps to determine its
quality [4, 6, 5℄.
The simplest form1 of blend is shown in Figure 1, where I1 and I2 are alled input spa es, and G
is alled a base spa e. We all I1 ; I2 ; G together with the morphisms I1
G and I2
G an input
diagram. Given an input diagram, we use the term blendoid for a spa e B together with morphisms
I1
B , I2
B , and G
B,
alled inje tions, su h that the diagram of Figure 1 ommutes, in the
sense that both ompositions G I1 B and G I2 B are \weakly equal" to the morphism G B ,
in the sense that ea h element in G gets mapped to the same element in B under them, provided that both
morphisms are de ned on it. In general, all four spa es may be semioti spa es; the spe ial ase where they
are all on eptual spa es gives on eptual blends. We all the omposition of the two morphisms on the left
of Figure 1 as its left morphism, the omposition of the two morphism on its right as its right morphism,
to the middle upward morphism as its enter morphism, to the triangle on its left as its left triangle, and
the triangle on its right as its right triangle. A more pre ise, but mathemati ally diÆ ult de nition is given
in Appendix B of [7℄. Sin e there are often very many blendoids, some way is needed to distinguish those
that are desirable. This is what optimality prin iples are for, and a blend is then de ned to be a blendoid
that satis es some given optimality prin iples to a signi ant degree. Se tion 4.1 gives optimality prin iples
based only on the stru ture of blends, rather than their meaning, su h as the degrees of ommutativity and
of type asting.
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Figure 1: Blending Diagram
We an illustrate on eptual blending with the on epts \boat" and \house," as shown on the left of
Figure 2. For this blend, the two triangles ommute for all three sorts in the base spa e; similarly, the
two base onstants obje t and person are preserved. Thus we have ommutativity for this blend, so that
orresponding elements of the input spa es are identi ed in the blend; e.g., house and boat are identi ed
in HOUSEBOAT, and the merged element is named house/boat. Similarly, the two relations in the base spa e
map to the same relation in the blend via the three paths, so that the relations live-in and ride are

G on
the bottom, and the blend B on the top; this is onsistent with the basi image s hema more is up, as well as with onventions
for su h diagrams in mathemati s. Also, Fau onnier and Turner do not in lude the map G
B.
1 This diagram is \upside down" from that used by Fau onnier and Turner, in that our arrows go up, with the generi

!
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identi ed. Finally, for ea h pair of elements in the base spa e for whi h a relation holds, the orresponding
elements in the blend spa e satisfy the orresponding relation, whi h means that all three paths preserve the
axiom in the same way.

Figure 2: Houseboat Blend Diagram & Boathouse Blend Spa e
The right part of Figure 2 shows a se ond blend of the same two on epts, whi h in English is alled
a \boathouse." In it, the boat ends up in the house. Noti e that mapping resident to boat would not
type he k, where it does if we \ ast" boat to be of type person. Without this, the boat ould not live
in the boathouse; it is a kind of metaphor, alled personi ation in literary theory, in whi h an obje t is
onsidered a person. For this blend, neither triangle ommutes, be ause the base element obje t is mapped
to boat in the blend by the right morphism, and to house by the left morphism, but is not mapped to
boat/house in the blend. Similarly, the entral morphism annot preserve the base element person, and the
some goes for the base use operation. On the other hand, the base relation on goes to the same pla e under
all three maps. There is a third blend whi h is similar to (in fa t, symmetri al with) the above BOATHOUSE
blend, in whi h a house/passenger ends up riding in the boat. (There are real examples of this, e.g., where
a boat is used to transport prefabri ated houses a ross a bay for a housing development on a nearby island.)
There is a fourth blend, the meaning of whi h is less familiar than the rst three, but the preservation
and ommutativity properties of whi h are very good, so that it is a very pure blend of its input, even though
its physi al existen e is doubtful. This is an amphibious RV (re reational vehi le), a vehi le that you an
live in, and that you an ride in on land and on water. In addition, there is a fth blend, the meaning of
whi h is even less familiar: a livable boat for transporting livable boats. Perhaps only a blending algorithm
ould have dis overed it, sin e it seems rather ounter-intuitive for humans. Finally, a sixth blend gives a
boat used on land for a house; it arises omitting the axioms that require a house/boat to be on water and a
passenger to ride a house/boat.
It is en ouraging that our intuitive sense of the relative purity of these blends, and the degree to whi h
they seem \boat-like" and \house-like," orresponds to prin iples su h as degree of ommutativity, and
preservation of axioms in input spa es. This suggests that measuring the quality of blends by preservation
is reasonable.
Narrative onstru tion provides a ni e example of stru tural blending. We rst de ne a \narrative spa e"
for the rules in Se tion 2.1, seen as onstru tors by reversing their dire tion and expanding the *s; in this
ontext, su h onstru tors are onventionally alled \templates." The narrative spa e also needs additional
rules to supply lauses to instantiate the arguments of the Labov onstru tors. Some arguments would be
blended with elements from other spa es to provide parti ular persons (e.g., a protagonist), pla es, obje ts,
et .; this ross-spa e sharing is indi ated by shared generi onstants from a generi spa e. All these spa es
vary from one narrative to another; it is a major task of the artist to hoose them appropriately.
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Computational Stylisti s

Espen Aarseth's extended analysis [1℄ of text generation systems onsiders relationships among programmer,
system, and reader, as a basis for riti al analysis. This fo us is useful, be ause readers' authorial models
a e t their interpretation of works, ausing the approa hes of traditional literary riti ism to fail. Although
there are di eren es in the theoreti al foundations for the templates and rules, the generalizability and
soundness of those foundations, and the su ess of the experien e generated, all these systems ultimately
amount to some set of pre omposed textual templates plus rules for ombining and instantiating them,
inspired by work like that of Vladimir Propp, in the tradition of Russian formalism. In ontrast, ognitive
linguisti s does not onsider meaning to reside in the language forms themselves, but to be generated by
operations involving metaphor, mental spa es, prototypes, blending, et .
4.1

Algorithmi

Blending

The blending algorithm is programmed in lisp, and given an input diagram, either omputes one good
blend, or else all blendoids over that diagram. It is a depth rst traversal over the binary trees des ribing
the ways to identify relations and the the ways to identify onstants. The algorithm urrently uses degree of
ommutativity as its only optimality prin iple, but we are onsidering other optimality prin iples that are
easy to implement, su h as the amount of type asting for onstants, be ause the more of these a blendoid
has, the more onstants get unnatural sorts. Another is axiom preservation. A running program is valuable,
be ause even for relatively simple inputs, the number of blendoids is so large that it is diÆ ult for a human
to dis over them all. In the houseboat example, the algorithm omputes 48 primary blendoids (in whi h
every possible axiom is preserved), and 736 if it also omputes those that fail to preserve some axioms. An
important on lusion is that eÆ ient te hniques for omputing high quality blends are ne essary for the
theory to be useful for ontent generation and analysis.
4.2

A tive Poetry

This se tion des ribes an experiment with improvisational poetry. Su h experiments are not intended to
produ e omprehensive models of the human mind. Instead, the motivation is to improve the algorithm,
the theory, and our understanding of blending. Fox Harrell used the blending algorithm in a system alled
\The Girl with Skin of Haints and Seraphs" [9℄. The lisp program draws on a set of theme domains su h as
skin, angels, demons, Europe, and Afri a, given as sets of axioms. It onstru ts input spa es by extra ting
axioms from two di erent domains, and then infers relations, sorts, and onstants from these axioms. A base
spa e is generated by instantiating shared stru ture between the spa es. Morphisms from the base spa e to
the input spa es are generated, and the input spa es, base spa e, and morphisms are passed to the blending
algorithm. The generated blends are then pla ed in poeti phrase templates, and larger grain templates for
Labov narrative stru ture. Only blends with the highest possible ommutativity are given as output. A
sample poem generated by the system is given below, edited lightly for grammar and format:
her tale began when she was infe ted with smugnessloveitis.
she began her days looking in the mirror
at her own it hy entitled fa e.
her failure was ignoring her tormented angel nature.
life was an astounding mira le.
nordi -beauty death- gure vapor steamed from her pores
when she rode her bi y le. that was nothing lovely.
when 21 she was a homely woman. she de ided to persevere;
in the rain, she fears only epidermis imperialists.
she believes that evil pride devours and alternates with pride of hope.
it was no laughing matter.
she snuggles in angel skin sheets and sleeps.
inside she was resolved to never nd
a smug or paranoid love.
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This poem is a ommentary on ra ial politi s and the limitations of simplisti binary views of so ial identity.
The dynami nature of so ial identity is a entral theme of this poeti system, as re e ted in the way the
program dynami ally generates many poems based upon xed theme domains. The program an be run
any number of times, and will produ e di erent poems with di erent novel metaphors, though reading large
numbers of these ould be ome tiresome.
4.3

Un onventional Blends

The poem \Walking around" by Pablo Neruda has narrative form. Its rst stanza serves as an orientation,
introdu ing the protagonist, the pla e, and the time (the latter two in a ondensed poeti form); the lo ation
is perhaps a small ity in Chile. Ea h subsequent stanza explores aspe ts of some area within that ity,
using metaphors that are often quite striking. The general theme of the poem is weariness indu ed by
onsumerism. Here are its rst two stanzas (out of ten, from [3℄):
It so happens that I am tired of being a man.
It so happens, going into tailorshops and movies,
I am withered, impervious, like a swan of felt
navigating a water of beginning and ashes.
The smell of barbershops makes me weep aloud.
All I want is a rest from stones or wool,
all I want is to see no establishments or gardens,
no mer handise or goggles or elevators.
Neruda draws on ri h domains of imagery, allusion, multi-sensory experien e, obje ts, and ultural ontext,
whi h an be represented as a set of domains. For example, a Town-lo ation is a pla e su h as a tailorshop,
movie theater, or barbershop, and would ontain town-obje ts, su h as goggles, elevators, wool, and stones,
where attributes of wool might be heavy and impervious. Neruda's metaphors often blend on epts in
unusual, reative ways (su h as \swan of felt" and \water of beginning and ashes"). This requires optimality
prin iples very di erent from those that produ e onventional blends, for example, type asts to very di erent
sorts may be preferred. To blend knowledge domains with theme domains requires sele ting appropriate
on eptual spa es from these domains. Sele ting by priority of sorts and relations gives one approa h.
Knowledge domains provide ba kground ontext.
4.4

Twelve Dimensions of Style

We have proposed using blending at three di erent levels2 : large grain narrative (or other) stru ture (e.g.,
Labov), where stru tural blending ombines lausal units, whi h in turn result from stru tural blending of
phrasal elements, whi h the.selves result from on eptual blending. Di erent hoi es of onstru tors at the
top two levels an produ e very di erent styles, for example, a linear narrative vs. a random \post-modern"
exposition vs. deeply embedded narrative stru ture (as in A Thousand and One Nights); onstru tors at
these levels an also be used to ontrol transitions among su h styles. Other stylisti parameters at the
se ond level in lude synta ti omplexity, and tense and mood of verbs. Domains an also play a role, with
di erent hoi es are a tivated at di erent times. The phrasal level has noun lusters, verb phrases, et .,
again potentially from di erent domains at di erent times. At ea h level, di erent optimality prin iples
will be appropriate, and these too an hange with time. Thus there are at least 12 dimensions of style in
this approa h, 4 at ea h level: hoi e of domain, ontent of domain, optimality prin iples for blending, and
ontrols for hanging domains. Note that the ontent of a domain may in lude not just onstru tors and
elements, but also relations and axioms; if these are ounted as dimensions, the we get 20 altogether. All of
this would need to be nely tuned to a hieve reasonable approximations to existing styles, but we expe t it
would still be far from the genius of a great poet like Neruda.
2 Howeover, the division into levels is somewhat arbitrary, and more or less ould be used if there were any good reason to
do so.
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Con lusions and Future Work

One surprising result of our resear h is that a ombination of on eptual and stru tural blending an produ e
interesting poetry, whi h some riti s have even onsidered superior to prior omputer generated e orts.
Another is that both large grain stru ture and syntax an be handled by blending in ways that are lose to,
but somewhat extend, what has been done in prior text generation programs; this use of blending also gives
rise to a somewhat novel view of grammar as emergent from pro esses of blending, rather than xed. A
third result is that it is easy to extend the approa h to intera tion, to media other than text, and to forms
other than narrative. The result that was most surprising to us is that the optimization prin iples proposed
by Fau onnier and Turner [2℄, though good for ommon sense blends like \house boat," do not work well for
reative poetry, where it seems that some kind of disoptimization prin iples are more appropriate, at least
for language like that in the Neruda poem.
Future work will extend ideas dis ussed in this paper to intera tive systems, for example, an intera tive
version of the Neruda poem, whi h produ es di erent output depending on user navigation through a map
of the small Chilean town, or a omputer game that produ es di erent story lines depending on the prior
history of intera tion. We also wish to re ne our ideas on the relation of blending and stylisti s.
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